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“Wind and solar make up almost 50% of world electricity in 2050 - ‘50 by 50’ - 
and help put the power sector on track for 2 degrees to at least 2030.”

Bloomberg NEF New Energy Outlook 2019 https://about.bnef.com/new-energy-outlook/
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“Wind and solar make up almost 50% of world electricity in 2050 - ‘50 by 50’ - 
and help put the power sector on track for 2 degrees to at least 2030.”

Bloomberg NEF New Energy Outlook 2019
https://about.bnef.com/new-energy-outlook/
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Background: Solar Variability

Power from solar plants can be highly 
variable due to clouds
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Background: Solar Variability
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Background: Solar Variability

A 20 MW ramp is about equivalent to the 
demand of 10,000 homes



Background: Solar Variability
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Output from a gas turbine can be ramped 
quickly. Helps backup solar
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Utilities are accustomed to controlling and 
scheduling their generators from a control 
room

Background: Solar Variability
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Background: Solar Variability

Utilities are accustomed to controlling and 
scheduling their generators from a control 
room

Clouds/weather control the output of solar 
power plants
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Background: Solar Variability

Forecasts allow Utilities to schedule other resources (batteries, market purchases, 
gas turbines, etc.) during expected drops in solar power.
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UA Operational Forecasting Partners

TEP

APS
PNM
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Operational Forecasting for Utilities

https://forecasting.energy.arizona.edu/forecast/public 

https://forecasting.energy.arizona.edu/forecast/public
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Weather Forecasting with WRF

- WRF: Weather Research and 
Forecasting

- Open-source mesoscale 
numerical weather model 

- Run by many groups: NOAA, 
universities, etc.

- UA HAS runs WRF ~10 times 
daily

- NOAA NWP model (GFS, 
NAM, RAP) output for initial 
and boundary conditions

- Outer domain: 5.4 km, 
western CONUS

- Inner domain: 1.8 km, 
Arizona and New Mexico

- High resolution captures 
more topography

- http://www.atmo.arizon
a.edu/?section=weather
&id=wrf 

http://www.atmo.arizona.edu/?section=weather&id=wrf
http://www.atmo.arizona.edu/?section=weather&id=wrf
http://www.atmo.arizona.edu/?section=weather&id=wrf
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ADVI: Arizona gridded Data VIsualization

● Interactive Bokeh 
visualizations of 
forecasts from 
WRF

● Helpful for model 
configuration and 
development

forecasting.energy.arizona.edu/advi

https://forecasting.energy.arizona.edu/advi
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ARTSy: Arizona Rainfall Tracking System

● Bokeh 
visualization of 
MRMS 
precipitation 
estimates

● Used to verify 
WRF 
precipitation 
forecasts

forecasting.energy.arizona.edu/artsy

https://forecasting.energy.arizona.edu/artsy
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nabu: renewable forecast generation with Dask

• Processes weather forecasts from WRF into wind and solar 
power forecasts

• Strategically utilizes Dask.delayed to parallelize operations
• Used for both production forecasts and research into 

improved forecasting methods
• In production, the distributed scheduler is used to run on 

multiple worker nodes
• Generates new forecasts for each utility every 5 minutes

20
20
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Forecasts for all Utility renewable power plants
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Forecasts for all Utility renewable power plants

Determine the locations to make forecasts 
for and the parameters of each forecast

Compute forecasts for individual sites

Aggregate forecasts

Save to netCDF and upload to the API for 
plotting/consumption
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Get weather 
forecasts for 
power plant 
locations

Compute power 
forecasts with pvlib

Compute short term 
persistence forecasts

Combine forecasts 
from different 
models and at 
multiple time 
horizons Apply any 

corrections for 
plant outages 
and send the 
final power 
forecast to be 
aggregated and 
saved

Forecast for single power plant
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● Goal is to keep processing 
as a simple set of functions 

● Instead of using 
Dask.Array/DataFrame, we 
wrap functions in 
Dask.delayed for lazy, 
parallelized evaluation 

Simple 
functions for 
research

Production 
forecasts

dask.
delayed

def compute_forecast_future(
        name, unified_index, lat, lon, elev, db, table,
        wrf_vars, wrf_to_use, peak_power, units, *,
        delayed_config=None, config, **kwargs):
    raw_wrf = delayed(wrf.get_sensor_wrf_forecasts)(
        lat, lon, wrf_vars, wrf_to_use, 
        config=delayed_config)
    clearsky = delayed(clearsky_profile)(
        name, lat, lon, elev, raw_wrf, unified_index, db,
        config=delayed_config)
    clearsky_fx = delayed(time.interpolate_to)(
        clearsky, unified_index, config=delayed_config)
    wrf_power = delayed(convert_weather_to_power_pvlib)(
        name, lat, lon, elev, raw_wrf, unified_index,
        config=delayed_config)
    persistence_fx = delayed(
        persistence.compute_clearsky_persistence)(
            name, db, table, clearsky, unified_index, 
            'solarpower', units, config=delayed_config)
    ensemble = delayed(base.ensemble_forecasts)(
        wrf_power, unified_index=unified_index,
        persistence_fx=persistence_fx,
        smooth_pts=config.solarpower.ensemble_smooth_pts,
        config=delayed_config)
    combined = delayed(base.combine_forecast_dataframes)(
         wrf_power, ensemble, clearsky_fx, persistence_fx)
    scaled = delayed(base.scale_forecasts)(
         name, db, peak_power, combined, unified_index,  
         config=delayed_config)
    return scaled
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● Goal is to keep processing 
as a simple set of functions 

● Instead of using 
Dask.Array/DataFrame, we 
wrap functions in 
Dask.delayed for lazy, 
parallelized evaluation 

def compute_forecast_future(
        name, unified_index, lat, lon, elev, db, table,
        wrf_vars, wrf_to_use, peak_power, units, *,
        delayed_config=None, config, **kwargs):
    raw_wrf = delayed(wrf.get_sensor_wrf_forecasts)(
        lat, lon, wrf_vars, wrf_to_use, 
        config=delayed_config)
    clearsky = delayed(clearsky_profile)(
        name, lat, lon, elev, raw_wrf, unified_index, db,
        config=delayed_config)
    clearsky_fx = delayed(time.interpolate_to)(
        clearsky, unified_index, config=delayed_config)
    wrf_power = delayed(convert_weather_to_power_pvlib)(
        name, lat, lon, elev, raw_wrf, unified_index,
        config=delayed_config)
    persistence_fx = delayed(
        persistence.compute_clearsky_persistence)(
            name, db, table, clearsky, unified_index, 
            'solarpower', units, config=delayed_config)
    ensemble = delayed(base.ensemble_forecasts)(
        wrf_power, unified_index=unified_index,
        persistence_fx=persistence_fx,
        smooth_pts=config.solarpower.ensemble_smooth_pts,
        config=delayed_config)
    combined = delayed(base.combine_forecast_dataframes)(
         wrf_power, ensemble, clearsky_fx, persistence_fx)
    scaled = delayed(base.scale_forecasts)(
         name, db, peak_power, combined, unified_index,  
         config=delayed_config)
    return scaled

Simple 
functions for 
research

Production 
forecasts

dask.
delayed
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● Dask optimizes the task 
graph to avoid duplicate 
computations and to order 
the computations

● Saving the Dask graph along 
with python/Docker versions 
provide some provenance for 
the computation

● Utilize other Dask integrations 
(e.g. dask- jobqueue) to run 
many hindcasts in parallel for 
research

def compute_forecast_future(
        name, unified_index, lat, lon, elev, db, table,
        wrf_vars, wrf_to_use, peak_power, units, *,
        delayed_config=None, config, **kwargs):
    raw_wrf = delayed(wrf.get_sensor_wrf_forecasts)(
        lat, lon, wrf_vars, wrf_to_use, 
        config=delayed_config)
    clearsky = delayed(clearsky_profile)(
        name, lat, lon, elev, raw_wrf, unified_index, db,
        config=delayed_config)
    clearsky_fx = delayed(time.interpolate_to)(
        clearsky, unified_index, config=delayed_config)
    wrf_power = delayed(convert_weather_to_power_pvlib)(
        name, lat, lon, elev, raw_wrf, unified_index,
        config=delayed_config)
    persistence_fx = delayed(
        persistence.compute_clearsky_persistence)(
            name, db, table, clearsky, unified_index, 
            'solarpower', units, config=delayed_config)
    ensemble = delayed(base.ensemble_forecasts)(
        wrf_power, unified_index=unified_index,
        persistence_fx=persistence_fx,
        smooth_pts=config.solarpower.ensemble_smooth_pts,
        config=delayed_config)
    combined = delayed(base.combine_forecast_dataframes)(
         wrf_power, ensemble, clearsky_fx, persistence_fx)
    scaled = delayed(base.scale_forecasts)(
         name, db, peak_power, combined, unified_index,  
         config=delayed_config)
    return scaled
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Performance evaluation with the Dask Profiler

● Tasks graphs are 
collected, optimized and 
sent to a distributed 
scheduler 

● Workers run in a 
Kubernetes cluster

● Adjust function scope to 
avoid excessive IO as 
tasks compute
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Forecast output visualization

https://forecasting.energy.arizona.edu/forecast/public 

https://forecasting.energy.arizona.edu/forecast/public
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Solar Forecast Arbiter

• Open-source framework for solar forecast evaluations that are 
impartial, repeatable, and auditable.

• $1M in funding from the Department of Energy Solar Forecasting 2 
program

• Allows forecasters to compare their forecasts against a set of 
benchmarks, and allows utilities to compare many forecasts

• Ultimately lowers cost of solar power
• https://solarforecastarbiter.org
• https://github.com/solararbiter
• https://dashboard.solarforecastarbiter.org 
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https://solarforecastarbiter.org
https://github.com/solararbiter
https://dashboard.solarforecastarbiter.org
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Thank you!

forecasting.energy.arizona.edu github.com/uarenforecasting

https://forecasting.energy.arizona.edu
https://github.com/uarenforecasting

